A Novel Scheme to Protect Distribution Networks in Presence of Inverter-Based Distributed Generation
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Abstract. One of the most important challenges of distributed generation (DG) development in distribution systems is their protection. It is necessary to have a scheme for keeping the protection settings unchanged. In this paper, adverse impacts of the inverter based distributed generation (IBDG) are evaluated, and an algorithm is proposed to limit the fault current, feed, which is generated by IBDGs. This algorithm is only implemented on the inverter controller and other elements are not used in fault current limitation. The simulation results are provided to verify the proposed control scheme.
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1. Introduction

DG affects the operation of existing distribution networks protection by injecting fault currents, which were not considered when protections were originally designed. For this problem, some literatures have been proposed different protection methods, for example adaptive protection is used in [1-2]. Some DGs are used periodically, so their location and capacity will be different during the time. Therefore, the use of adaptive protection in such cases is impossible. Other solutions use advanced protection, such as the use of wavelet transform [3]. These methods require measurement instruments with high speed sampling and use complex mathematical algorithms. Therefore, their utilization is expensive and needs high skills. Some literatures have been proposed fault current limiters [4-5]. In these methods, additional power electronic switches and fault current limiting impedance are required. When a fault occurs, the power electronic switches locate impedance in fault current path and limit it. According to the mentioned content, these methods are expensive due to the use of semiconductor switches. On the other hand, due to the periodic use of a DG, specifying the optimal location and impedance for fault current limiter fails [6].

This paper aims to address the adverse impacts of the inverter based DGs on distribution system protection, and propose a scheme to solve them. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to develop a novel approach to control the inverter for limiting fault current.

2. Effects of DG on Distribution Networks Protection

In this part, some basic information about the protection of typical distribution networks is provided. Fig 1 illustrates an example of a typical radial distribution feeder with IBDGs. According to the location of the IBDG and fault, the following problem is examined.

A. Fuse Coordination

Suppose there is no IBDG installed, and fault2 has been happened. The recloser in fast mode should operate first to discriminate for temporary fault. If fault2 still exists, fuse2 will blow up and cause a permanent electricity interruption. At this state, if fuse2 does not operate, the recloser should operate in slow mode as the backup protection. To keep the coordination between the recloser and the fuse, the current passing through these devices should be stood between the minimum and maximum current illustrated in Fig. 2. The abbreviations TC and MM for the fuse identify total clearing and minimum melting characteristics, respectively while the abbreviations S and F for the recloser denote slow and fast operation modes, respectively. Now, the IBDG2 is connected to the network. In this case, the fault currents passing through the fuse and recloser are unequal. It is obvious that the fault current flowing through the fuse is higher than the fault current flowing through the recloser. This phenomenon causes miss-coordination between the
recloser and the fuse. Consequently, the fuse may operate before the recloser and a temporary fault converts to a permanent fault. To solve the aforementioned problem, a margin for the fault current should be defined. The fault current seen by fuse MM, which has the same operating time as the recloser in fast mode, is first computed and is denoted by \( I_{f_{MM}} \). From Fig. 3, the relation of the fault current from the utility substation and the margin or maximum fault current from IBDG can be written as:

\[
I_{f_{sub}} = I_{f_{MM}} + I_{m}
\]

where \( I_{f_{sub}} \) is the fault current from utility substation; \( I_{m} \) is the margin for IBDG fault current; \( I_{f_{MM}} \) is the current seen by fuse MM with \( I_{m} \) from IBDG.

To ensure that recloser \( F \) will operate faster than fuse MM, the fault current from IBDG must be slower than \( I_{m} \), which can be expressed by the following equation:

\[
I_{IBDG} = I_{m}
\]

where \( I_{IBDG} \) is the fault current from IBDG.

From (1) and (2), the IBDG fault current can be calculated as shown in (3), this relation will be used later to find the threshold of the miss-coordination for the maximum acceptable fault current of IBDG.

\[
I_{IBDG} = I_{f_{MM}} - I_{f_{sub}}
\]

3. Model of Inverter-based Distributed Generation

In this paper, the treatment of DGs is investigated in fault condition and since the time constant of DGs like fuel cell and photovoltaic is considerable in comparison to fault duration, the dc input of VSC is assumed constant [8]. Fig. 3, shows the assumed connection of IBDG to the distribution system where a voltage source \((v_{dc})\) tracks the output of the inverter and is connected to the network bus bar via a coupling inductance \( L \) and a series resistance \( R \) per phase as a filter. The instantaneous power theory [9] is applied for the inverter controller designation. In this method, the amount of three-phase voltage and current measured values are converted to dq0 [10] values. Because of this transformation, instantaneous values are converted to constant ones. Consequently, the linear proportional-integral (PI) controllers can be used easily. To eliminate ripple from the real power injected into the grid by the inverter, the output current in unbalanced system could be controlled. To reach this aim, a controller is inserted on positive and negative phase sequence current components. According to linear system theory, it is possible to control these current components by the corresponding voltage components generated by the inverter. The reference currents \( I_{ref_{dq}} \) can be defined via active and reactive powers. The positive sequence control variable is

\[
V_{dq_{ref}} = V_{Load_{dq}} + PI \left( I_{ref_{dq} - I_{dq}} \right)
\]

where operator PI denotes the usage of a PI transfer function \((K_p + K_i/s)\) on the error signal \( e \). Equivalently, the negative phase sequence control variable is

\[
V_{-dq_{ref}} = V_{Load_{dq}} + PI^* \left( I_{ref_{-dq} - I_{-dq}} \right)
\]

where \( PI^* \) denotes the transfer function for the negative phase sequence and may have various gains comparing to the PI transfer function for the positive phase sequence.

4. Proposing Control Strategy of IBDG for Limiting Fault Current

Using positive and negative sequence components, the apparent power at grid terminals can be calculated in (6) and expressed in matrix form (7). \( P \) and \( Q \) are the constant or average active and reactive power, respectively, while \( P_{2c}, P_{2s}, Q_{2c} \) and \( Q_{2s} \) are the second-harmonic cosine and sine components of the active and reactive power. Asymmetrical and unbalanced operation of the three-phase system cause these harmonics to be
and $V_d V_q V_d V_q$

$$S = (V_d e^{j\omega t} + V_q e^{-j\omega t})$$

$$(P + P_{2s} \cdot \cos(2\omega t) + P_{2s} \cdot \sin(2\omega t)) + j(Q + Q_{2s} \cdot \cos(2\omega t) + Q_{2s} \cdot \sin(2\omega t))$$

$$\begin{bmatrix}
P_{2s} \\
Q_{2s}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q \\
V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d \\
V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q \\
V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d
\end{bmatrix}$$ (6)

$$\begin{bmatrix}
P \\
Q \\
I_d \\
I_q
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
V_d V_d & -V_d V_d & V_q V_q & -V_q V_q \\
V_d V_d & -V_d V_d & V_q V_q & -V_q V_q \\
V_d V_d & -V_d V_d & V_q V_q & -V_q V_q \\
V_d V_d & -V_d V_d & V_q V_q & -V_q V_q
\end{bmatrix}$$ (7)

$$\begin{bmatrix}
I_d \\
I_q \\
I_q^* \\
I_q^*
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
P_{ref} \\
Q_{ref}
\end{bmatrix}$$ (8)

To remove the output power ripple, $P_{2s}$, $Q_{2s}$ and $Q_{2s}$ values are considered zero.

$$\begin{bmatrix}
I_{dref} \\
I_{qref} \\
I_{qref}^* \\
I_{qref}^*
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q \\
V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d \\
V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q \\
V_q V_q & V_d V_d & V_q V_q & V_d V_d
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
P_{ref} \\
0 \\
0 \\
Q_{ref}
\end{bmatrix}$$

(9)

$$P_{ref, max} = I_{max} \frac{|V|^2 - |V^n|^2}{(V - V^n)^2}$$

where,

$V$ positive voltage magnitude; 
$V^n$ negative voltage magnitude; 
$I_{max}$ maximum fault current by (3).

This method ensures that the fault current of IBDG does not exceed the threshold, and the protection coordination is still valuable.

5. Simulation Results

To test the performance of the proposed fault current limiting algorithm, simulations have been performed on the network shown in Fig. 1. Consider that only IBDG2 is connected and fault2 is occurred. The IBDG is modeled as a photovoltaic array. The upward network is modeled as a three-phase ideal voltage source in series with an R-L branch in each phase as the thevenin impedance. The output filter of the converter is assumed to be 0.45mH. In this paper, the returned current from the machine loads is ignored during the short circuit condition. At first, it is assumed that IBDG is controlled with a conventional controller. Single phase fault (AG) occurs at $t = 0.1s$ as Fault2. It is shown in Fig. 5 that with conventional controller the maximum fault current exceeds 2pu, and the active and reactive power will fluctuate considerably. Now, it is assumed that the IBDG is controlled using the proposed controller. It is shown in Fig. 6 that in this case, the fault current of IBDG does exceed the threshold, and the protection coordination is still valuable.

6. Conclusion

High penetration of distributed generation in distribution systems causes miscoordination in the protection system. To solve this problem, researchers propose changing of protection settings, application of fault current limiters or other protection methods like adaptive protection. In the presence of inverter based distributed generators, limiting fault current can be
implemented by inverter control. Therefore, the main aim of this paper is the proposal of a controller algorithm for limiting the fault current. The proposed algorithm not only limit the fault current but also can control the power generated by IBDG and avoids the active power fluctuations in fault condition. By using the proposed controller, there is no need to use additional elements for fault current limiting, so the proposed solution of this paper can be economical.

Fig. 5: Conventional controller, (a) three phase voltage, (b) three phase current, (c) dq-axes current and (d) active and reactive power

Fig. 6: Proposed controller, (a) three phase voltage, (b) three phase current, (c) dq-axes current and (d) active and reactive power
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